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Abstract

Next generation network architecture features heterogeneous wireless access networks

in which diverse access technologies, such as Wi-Fi, WiMAX, Bluetooth, UMTS, are

deployed to offer ubiquitous services for the users. These access technologies differ

in terms of coverage, frequency, capacity, and QoS support mechanisms. Given that

a user’s device is a multihomed one, preserving connectivity to any of the networks

has been a challenge in the situation where user roams from one access network to

another. This is further complicated by the existence of ongoing applications which

vary in their QoS requirements. During the life time of application session, handover

may be required if the user perceives any degradation in the prevailing connection and

finds better support using another network interface. Regardless of whether any QoS

support exists and is deployed within the network, the smart device is still required

in order to optimize the user’s connection.

In this thesis, we propose the Multi-homed Mobility Management Framework

(MHMM) to enable multiple interface cooperation in a multihomed device. MHMM,

built upon the Media Independent Handover protocol, features mobility management

using Mobile Session Initiation Protocol as the mobility protocol. A virtual device

agent is introduced within the framework which performs tasks relating to session

management, as well as execution of policy. The results show that the framework

ensures seamless communication during handover by utilizing link layer event upon

which a make-before-break is implemented. In addition, both communicating parties

do not experience any disruption due to IP address transparency provided by the
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agent. An adaptive load balancing policy is implemented for delay sensitive applica-

tions.

We further extend the operation of MHMM by taking into account more aware-

ness of the prevailing access networks conditions. A set of representative link layer

parameters, extracted from user device’s Medium Access Control (MACs), is used to

classify the current access network’s into more crisp states; uncongested, moderately

congested, and highly congested. These states are also closely related to the through-

put offered by the access networks. The device is equipped with prior knowledge which

helps it to estimate the prevailing network condition and identify the network state.

Load balancing schemes are then applied adaptively across the different interfaces.

The new framework is called Adaptive Multiple-Interface Management Framework

(AMIMF). Among the several load balancing schemes implemented in AMIMF are

Round Robin, Adaptive Weighted Round Robin, Adaptive Distribution, and Hybrid

scheme. Hybrid scheme results in the best performance in terms of throughput,

end-to-end delay, inter-packet delay variation, and packet drop. Results show that

exploiting terminal’s awareness could greatly improve the user’s perceived quality.

We also propose the coupling of the AMIMF with QoS support of underlying

access technologies. QoS consistency is maintained accross the wireless domains as

roaming occurs. Results show that the QoS-integrated framework provides efficient

switching policies for effective multi-interface access as well as the ability to cater to

user preferences and diverse applications characterized by their QoS requirements.

Moreover, the framework’s operation is mostly done at the terminal side of the com-

munication path which requires minimum support from network entity.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Next generation wireless network has been envisioned as having diverse access network

technologies, such as Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN), Wireless Metropolitan

Area Network (WMAN), 3G UMTS, integrated to provide ubiquitos services to users.

On the other hand, proliferation of devices equipped with several network interfaces

has driven a demand for user’s connectivity for all types of applications. Mass pro-

duction of user devices such as laptop, PDA, Smart phone has lowered the cost of

providing multihoming1 feature for end users. Thus, the existance of many service

providers and various access technologies, which complement one another in terms

of offered network capacity and coverage, give the users flexibility to choose their

own service providers and yet at the same time, benefit from multihoming capability

according to their preference or policy.

1.1 Motivation and Objective of Thesis

WLAN, based on IEEE 802.11 a/b/g standard has been deployed widely and offers

high bandwidth connection over small coverage area for single access point. Mean-

while, WMAN WiMAX, based on IEEE 802.16 d/e standard, provides high capacity

1multihomed refers to having multiple network interfaces [1]

1
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

last-mile connectivity whereas UMTS offers lower bandwidth over a wide geographical

area. Communication infrastructure that integrates these technologies poses several

challenges that should be carefully addressed at the end user. Thus, the framework

deployed within the device should take into consideration the following issues.

First issue concerns with a case of user loosing connectivity of one access tech-

nology or moving into the coverage of other network. Thus, the framework needs

to feature mobility management. Mobility management comprises handover man-

agement and location management [2]. The objective of mobility management is to

ensure seamless service continuity for the user. This also deals with service optimiza-

tion in which ongoing session is moved from one network interface to another due

to performance degradation of prevailing access network. The situation is likely to

occur owing to the fluctuating characteristic of wireless link. Location management

deals with enabling the network entity to locate the current attachment point of the

user. It comprises location registration and location update.

Second issue deals with how the user optimizes the usage of his network interfaces.

Having multihomed terminal on the end user raises a challenge on how to fully exploit

terminal’s capability that users may benefit from features such as path redundancy,

load balancing, and available aggregate bandwidth.

In this thesis, we aim to tackle the abovementioned issues by proposing a frame-

work which resides at the user device. We put most of the intelligence into the

terminal rather than into the network for the reason that user has more flexibility

and control to choose connectivity that maximizes his subjective perceived quality.

Hence, the framework requires no modification to the network side as it relies on al-

ready established component or function in the network infrastructure, allowing the

deployment of various access networks to be made independently. The final objective

of the framework would be enhancement of user’s experience when using the network

service by offering better Quality of Service (QoS) support.

2
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.2 Contribution of Thesis

In this thesis, we propose a terminal-side multiple interfaces management framework

that incorporates a scheme for mobility and session management as well as to en-

able cooperation of multiple wireless interfaces to support user’s applications. The

framework is QoS-aware by taking into account the QoS parameters both from the

underlying network and the application. The framework supports vertical handover

as well as horizontal handover to enable user to seamlessly redirect its communication

session in the midst of the session.

The main contributions of this thesis are as follows:

1. Development of MIH-based Multi-homed Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) Mo-

bility Management framework (MHMM) in a dual-interface (Wi-Fi - WiMAX)

user device. Through MHMM, long handover delay incurred by SIP as applica-

tion layer protocol can be anticipated by exploiting MIH’s Media Independent

Event Service. Hence, MHMM supports seamless communication experience for

the user. MHMM also features Multi-homed SIP which enables registration of

multiple addresses associated with a user agent. In addition, MHMM incorpo-

rates adaptive load balancing policy for optimizing the multiple interfaces usage

especially for delay sensitive application.

2. Development of Adaptive Multiple-Interface Management framework (AMIMF)

in a triple-interface (Wi-Fi - WiMAX - UMTS) user device. AMIMF equips the

device with a prior set of knowledge which enables the device to intelligently esti-

mate prevailing access network’s condition and infer the network state. AMIMF

implements load balancing schemes, such as Round Robin, Adaptive Weighted

Round Robin, Adaptive Distribution, and Hybrid scheme, to govern the outgo-

ing transmission of packets. Simulation results show that Hybrid scheme yields

the best performance. AMIMF is beneficial especially for application charac-

terized by long life time.

3
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

3. Integration of modified AMIMF with QoS support from user device’s under-

lying access technologies. The QoS-integrated AMIMF, implemented in dual-

interface (Wi-Fi - WiMAX) device, features the following innovation: accurate

mapping of application QoS to the QoS mechanisms of the different access

technologies and between technologies and efficient interface switching policies.

Hence, the framework is capable of entertaining diverse applications according

to their QoS requirements as well as catering to different user preferences.

1.3 Organization of Thesis

The remaining of the thesis is organized as follows:

• Chapter 2 presents several related works on mobility scheme, multiple interfaces

usage, and terminal QoS support.

• Chapter 3 presents the MIH Based Multi-homed SIP Mobility Management

framework, namely MHMM.

• Chapter 4 presents the Adaptive Multiple-Interface Management Framework,

namely AMIMF, which is an extension of MHMM.

• Chapter 5 presents the integration of AMIMF with link layer QoS mechanism.

• Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and provides a recommendation for future work.

4
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Related Work in Mobility Scheme

Li et al. [3] have proposed a multi-interface scheme to support handover. The scheme

adopts the implementation of IEEE 802.21 Media Independent Handover (MIH) [4]

to aid network interface selection. The authors simulate a dual-interface mobile host,

all are of IEEE 802.11 technology. Each network interface can work in either primary

mode or standby mode. However, only the interface in primary mode is activated for

carrying traffic streams as well as signaling. Another interface is in standby mode,

which is only allowed to receive signaling from a new point of attachment (PoA).

In the current scheme, the decision to perform handover is solely based on signal

strength parameter.

You et al. [5], aimed at supporting reliable accessibility and vertical handover, have

proposed an extension of multiple home address registration mechanism in mobile

IPv6 (MIPv6). The idea is a mobile node equipped with multiple interfaces can have

multiple care-of addresses (CoAs) and multiple home addresses (HoAs) and needs

to register all these addresses. The optimization of the registration mechanism is

achieved by modifying the binding update and adding flag with mobility sub option

to provide multiple CoAs registration. The authors propose extended multiple home

5
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

address registration mechanism which handles multiple home address like care-of

address. However, in the case of vertical handover, large overhead is incurred as the

mechanism needs two different bi-directional tunneling (for example, between second

Home Agent (HA2) and HA1, and between HA1 and MN). The work only provides

the concept of using multiple interfaces simultaneously to support reliability and does

not consider using them for the purpose of load balancing whenever applicable.

Jover et al. [6] propose a Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) mid-call mobility scheme

within the same domain. This scheme works without SIP re-invitation, but instead

only requires the client to register its new IP address for the session redirection. This

is beneficial in the case where a client is involved in more than one session, thus

preventing large signaling overhead between corresponding clients. This scheme also

gives network more control over the traffic. However, the scheme is suitable only for

SIP operation in proxy mode, hence increasing the packet delay and possibility of

server bottleneck since all packets need to be relayed through the SIP Proxy server.

A new architecture of multiple interface IPv6 end-user terminal has been presented

in [7]. The proposed architecture supports network access optimization for end users

roaming from one access network to another of different technology. It relies on

tight interactions amongst upper and lower layers and provides a platform to support

adaptive application due to the fluctuation of network resources.

Fikouras et al. [8] have proposed a protocol extension of Mobile IPv4, called Filters

for Mobile IP. The extension enables mobile nodes to associate one or more set of

rules (filters) with mobility bindings during registration with the HA. The filtering

information is attached to the registration request. It specifies the type of filtering

criteria and the format of control data that should be communicated between Mobile

IP entities. Based on the filter activated, matching flows can be processed accordingly.

By this scheme, it is possible to have only one HoA for all interfaces and direct the

flows to different CoAs. The solution also enables the localized management of flow

mobility and prevents signaling between end to end communication peers. However,

6
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

the solution only specifies how to distribute incoming flows, i.e. when the flows go

from correspondent node (CN) to mobile node through HA, and not vice versa.

Lampropoulos et al. [9] have identified the potential of using MIH standard for

service provision and for minimizing disruption during an inter-technology handover.

The authors point that the translation of resource information across different technol-

ogy networks is still an open issue in the standard. A case study on vertical handover

between WiMAX and GPRS network has been presented in the work. The scenario

shows a network-controlled handover in which the WiMAX point of service (PoS)

initiates the signaling to Media Independent Handover Function (MIHF) user entity

and GPRS PoS during initiation, preparation, and execution phase of handover.

Eastwood et al. [10] have also shown the importance of MIH to support seamless

mobility between an 802.11VHT and an 802.16m network which, combined together,

is believed to be likely proposed for IMT-Advanced 4G. MIH provides mechanism to

prepare the target networks before handover execution phase occurs, hence reducing

latency. The handover flow depicted in the case study is of terminal-controlled type

in which mobility decision is made by an MIH-enabled mobile node. Based on the

scenario, the mobile node (MN), which is initially connected to the IEEE 802.16m

access network and moving at a high speed, should be intelligent enough to detect

its decreasing velocity and prepare for a possible handover to an IEEE 802.11VHT

access network to obtain higher throughput. MN also evaluates the suitability of each

candidate access network to support the current session and decides which candidate

will be the target network.

An experimental work on handover performance in terminal supporting dual Wi-

Fi interface has been conducted in [11]. The result shows that MIH-assisted handover

greatly improves packet loss and delay time compared to non-MIH-assisted handover.

SIP is used for the mobility protocol, and dynamic IP binding is achieved through

MN sending SIP Re-Invite message to the SIP proxy server whenever it is assigned a

new IP address. However, the scheme does not operate transparently and application

7
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

layer is still aware of the IP address change.

A terminal-based IP mobility support scheme that enables personal and terminal

mobility for IP-based application has been proposed in [12] [13]. A user agent is intro-

duced to manage changes in IP address and an IP-to-IP address mapping scheme is

performed at network layer to ensure transparency for upper layers. The scheme does

not need a permanent IP address nor a home server as well as tunneling mechanism.

The scheme supports handover management and location management is provided

through a SIP server functioning both as registrar and redirect server.

Our proposed framework is based on the mobility scheme in [12] [13]. We have

however, extended the said mobility scheme in our proposed framework to support

multihoming in the user device, where it is tailored specially to govern the outgoing

transmission of packets.

2.2 Related Work in Multiple Interfaces Usage

Endeavours for multiple interfaces usage have appeared in several literatures at vari-

ous layers of the protocol stacks. At the transport layer, LS-SCTP [14], which is an

extension of SCTP, aggregates multiple paths for the provision of bandwidth inten-

sive real-time application. R-MTP [15], being a complement of TCP, constitutes a

rate-based transport protocol for multiplexing a single application data stream across

multiple network interfaces. R-MTP can differentiate the cause of packet loss due to

either congestion or transmission errors. However the scheme assumes that the net-

work provides a stable throughput. Parallel TCP (pTCP) [16] is another end-to-end

transport layer protocol that supports stripping of connections. pTCP constitutes a

wrapper for Stripping manager (SM) and TCP-virtual (TCP-v). SM handles aggre-

gate connection functionalities and each TCP-v handles each micro-flow of a stripped

connection. Even though pTCP enables bandwidth aggregation through multiple in-

terfaces, it introduces overhead as it requires multiple connection establishment in

8
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the case of stripping application into multiple micro-flows.

On the network layer, several solutions are proposed in [17], [18], [19]. Lin et

al. [17] propose a dynamic bandwidth aggregation (DBA) approach to aggregate the

bandwidths and to share loads between multiple wireless interfaces. An entity called

DBA proxy is located at the network to split the connection between MN-CN and

offers bandwidth aggregation service for both inbound and outbound traffic. However,

the scheme does not consider congestion in network and simulates the dynamics of

wireless link by varying the throughput of the link. Huang et al. [18] propose a system

that supports multi-homed communication. A load-sharing scheme is deployed based

on Weighted Round Robin link selection and Jump-ahead packet scheduling. This

scheme also assumes static bandwidth for each network link. A framework called

INTELiCON [19] operates transparently to both the application and the link layer.

The framework adopts adaptive transmission strategies over multiple interfaces. The

selection and evaluation of the strategy depends on the current network state which

is communicated by piggy-backing some metrics (e.g. packet loss, delay) into the IP

packet.

Solution at the link layer, such as in [20] is suitable for diverse links belonging to

the same access technology. As multihomed user device usually comprises interfaces

of different technologies (eg. IEEE 802.11 and Ethernet or UMTS), the scheme does

not suit well in the context of heterogeneous wireless networks.

Several works on MIH and its enhancement can be found in literatures, such as

[11], [21], [22], [23]. However the works are mainly for optimization of vertical han-

dover across heterogeneous networks. Hence those works do not exploit the multiple

interfaces to enhance user’s perceived quality.

Our framework exploits MIH and provides terminal’s awareness of its prevailing

access network condition. User is given flexibility to switch his connection over the

terminal’s interfaces should the device experiences performance degradation in the

network.

9
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2.3 Related Work in Terminal Qos Support

A design to integrate WLAN and WMAN link layer QoS into next generation network

(NGN) is proposed in [24]. A mapping between the WLAN and WMAN link layer

QoS classes and NGN DiffServ class is presented. The work is built upon the Moby

Dick architecture [25] which provides QoS at the network level, and further extends

it with the signaling required to set up QoS-enabled connection at the link layer.

However, the work does not consider QoS handover management, i.e. how the session

is maintained with equivalent service class when the user roams accross different access

technologies. Ali-Yahiya et al. [26] propose WLAN/WMAN integration architecture

with focus on link layer QoS provisioning support for user’s ongoing sessions when

moving from WLAN to WMAN. The work investigates related issues such as QoS

mapping and vertical handover signaling. As the work assumes that all sessions

originate from the WLAN cell, network interface selection during session initiation

is never within its scope. QoS framework for heterogeneous network which includes

WLAN/WMAN service class mapping, call admission control (CAC) and scheduling

in WMAN base station is proposed in [27]. However the work also does not provide

a discussion on network interface selection and decision criteria when the user device

performs vertical handover.

We propose integration of our proposed framework with link layer (L2) QoS mech-

anism, of both WLAN and WMAN, to enhance the performance of various applica-

tions over the wireless links. We also present scenario of handover both from and to

WLAN/WMAN which utilizes L2 metrics obtained from MIH module as the decision

criteria.

10
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Chapter 3

MIH Based Multi-homed SIP

Mobility Management (MHMM)

Seamless handover has been an indispensable requirement for NGN. To ensure the

seamlessness, low handover latency and same level of service after handover consti-

tute the key elements [9]. There are existing two dominant solutions for mobility

management upon which many works have been based. At the network layer, Mobile

IP (MIP) [28] protocol supports mobility across different IP domains. MIP provides

transparent mobility that any changes of terminal’s IP address is hidden from applica-

tion layer. However, using MIP imposes several drawbacks, including triangle routing,

overhead by IP-in-IP header encapsulation, and the need for permanent HoA. MIP

for IPv6 (MIPv6) [29] has emerged to overcome several limitations of MIP. MIPv6

does not incur triangle routing anymore by a binding update mechanism so that CN

builds a direct path to source node. However, since the binding update from source

node is still tunneled through source node’s HA, the handover delay is relatively high

and hence incurs significant packet loss. Another protocol, i.e. SIP [30], has emerged

as a viable solution for IP mobility. Initially proposed by Internet Engineering Task

Force (IETF) as a signaling protocol for multimedia session setup, SIP supports per-

sonal and session mobility as well. However, since the protocol lies in the application

11
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layer, SIP intuitively suffers from longer handover latency compared to MIP [31].

This chapter proposes a MIH Based Multi-homed SIP Mobility Management

(MHMM) framework which features mobility management and cooperation of mul-

tiple wireless interfaces by taking into account the QoS parameters from both the

network and the application. The framework also supports vertical handover to en-

able the user to seamlessly redirect his communication session in the midst of the

session. Since the terminal has more than one network interface, a make-before-break

mechanism or commonly known as soft handover, is deployed to prevent packet loss

during handover period.

3.1 Framework for Multiple-Interface Cooperation

Our proposed framework for multiple wireless interfaces management is shown in

Fig. 3.1. Currently, we assume that the device is equipped with two network interfaces

of different technologies, i.e. IEEE 802.11b WLAN and IEEE 802.16 WMAN. The

proposed framework comprises three main components, namely Virtual Device Agent

(VDA), MIH entity, and Profile entity.

3.1.1 VDA

From the multihomed terminal’s point of view, VDA acts as a virtual interface. VDA

provides abstraction and hides the heterogenity of physical network interfaces from

the application layer. Thus, application, being aware only of this interface, relays the

packet to VDA as well as receives packets from it. VDA constitutes the intelligent

part of the terminal which handles functionalities such as network interface selection

and flow or packet redirection.

VDA has the following functionalities :

1. Keep a table on the mapping between packet flow and network interface

12
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Figure 3.1: Framework for multiple wireless interfaces management

2. Execute policies for packet flow

3. Redirect flow in case of handover

VDA implements IP-to-IP mapping mechanism [12] [13]to ensure IP address trans-

parency above the network layer. This mechanism hides IP address change from the

application, thus avoiding disruption in communication session. In order to maintain

end-to-end connection, VDA is deployed both at the communicating terminal and its

CN.

3.1.2 MIH entity

MIH resides between the data link and the network layers, or often referred to as layer

2.5. It provides MIH IEEE 802.21 functionalities. For MIH simulation, we utilize a

13
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patch from [32].

3.1.3 Profile entity

Profile storage saves information from both the application and the network layer.

Information related to the application layer may include maximum upper delay bound

and minimum bandwidth requirement of application. These metrics are important

to provide better support for delay sensitive applications such as audio and video

conference. According to the user policy and requirement of application, VDA checks

the available interfaces to determine which of them are suitable as candidates for the

interface selection. The metrics can also be extended to include network usage cost.

This is considerably important if users want to make preference based on the amount

they would like to spend if the network service is not free. Information related to link

layer includes delay and frame loss. This information is sent to the upper layer using

MIH Link Parameters Report primitive. In order to reflect the dynamic condition of

access networks, link layer information in the storage is updated at a regular interval.

By nature, efficient cooperation between different access networks is hard to

achieve since specific access network technology has its own mobility mechanism, QoS

support, and security requirement. In the following sections, we give an overview of

the technologies which are combined to offer a solution for seamless handover.

3.2 MIH IEEE 802.21

MIH is a standard developed by IEEE 802.21 working group to enable the handover

between various access network technologies including both 802 (802.11, 802.16) and

non 802 family (cellular 3GPP) networks. It provides a generic framework to facilitate

link layer control and communicate heterogeneous network information to upper layers

with regards to optimizing handover. The core functionality of MIH lies in the MIHF

that provides abstraction of link layers to higher-layer entities, i.e. MIH-users (ex.

14
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VDA). Media independent service access point (SAP) interfaces MIH-users with the

MIHF, whereas the media dependent SAP provides interface for specific link layer

technology. MIHF, located both in terminal and the network entity protocol stack,

provides the following three services:

• Media-independent event service (MIES)

• Media-independent command service (MICS)

• Media-independent information service (MIIS)

Figure 3.2: Media independent handover framework

Figure 3.2 shows the media independent handover framework along with the flow

direction of MIES, MICS, and MIIS. MIES provides event detection and reporting

from lower layer to upper layer. Some of the events defined in IEEE 802.21 include

link detection, link up, link going down, and link down indication. MIES also enables

terminal to report link status measurement in periodic manner or when certain preset

15
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thresholds are crossed. This is realized using link parameter report event in which

dynamic link layer information such as delay and frame loss are delivered to MIH-

users. These information can be used intelligently to support the decision whether

the terminal performs handover. MICS provides a set of commands for MIH-users

to control the link layer for the handover purposes. Example of commands include

scanning of available base station (BS) or access point (AP) and configuration of

network device. MIIS provides information to assist the handover process. Using

this service, MIHF in mobile node is able to obtain information, both static and

dynamic with regards to available neighbouring networks through a request-response

mechanism with an information server (IS). IS resides in network entities such as BS or

AP so that it can be contacted easily by all the clients in the access network domain.

Static information comprises, for example, MAC address and channel information

of PoA, whereas dynamic information includes link layer parameters whose value

changes over time such as, data rate, and instantaneous throughput.

MIH standard clearly defines handover mechanism in initiation and preparation

phase, whereas for handover execution phase, IEEE 802.21 depends on higher layer

mobility management, for example MIP and Mobile SIP (MSIP). Functionalities of

IEEE 802.21 enables two scenarios of handover, i.e. network-controlled handover

(NCHO) and terminal-controlled handover (TCHO). In NCHO, network initiates

control of handover and makes decision of network selection in coordination with

terminal. In TCHO, terminal initiates control as well as makes all decisions related

to handover. TCHO is more suitable in an environment where diverse access networks

are completely independent and belong to non-collaborating operators. We focus our

work on TCHO. For illustration of network-controlled handover between WiMAX

and GPRS network, refer to [9].

In our scenario, terminal is initially located in the overlap area of both WLAN

(Wi-Fi) and WMAN (WiMAX) access networks. At this point, terminal maintains

all connections to both networks. The corresponding MIH signaling, as shown in

16
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Figure 3.3: MIH signaling flow diagram: initial stage

17
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Fig. 3.3, can be explained as follows:

1. MIH Get Status primitive is issued by MIH-users which requests MIHF to poll

the lower layer to get information on the status of the link. This process returns

operation mode and link identifier information of the corresponding network

interface.

2. In infrastructure mode of IEEE 802.11, in order to inform hosts about its pres-

ence, an AP broadcasts beacon frame at a specific interval. With the beacon

received in its Wi-Fi interface, terminal can detect whether the beacon comes

from the same AP it is connected to. If yes, terminal updates its beacon timer.

If not, a Link Detected event will be triggered and sent to MIH-users, which

subsequently commands MIHF to establish L2 connection with the AP through

Link Connect command. An Association request-response mechanism is per-

formed for connection establishement. Using the mechanism, admission control

into WLAN network can be performed. If the AP receives the Association

request and decides that it can provide service to terminal, it will return an

Association Response frame indicating the success of connection establishment.

The success of this process will be followed by a Link Up event indication.

In point-to-multipoint (PMP) mode of IEEE 802.16 network, a Link Detected

event will be triggered when terminal’s WiMAX interface receives downlink map

(DL MAP) for synchronization with BS. Then, MIH-users issue Link Connect

command to MIHF. After receiving uplink channel descriptor (UCD) parame-

ter, terminal proceeds with the initial ranging process on its WiMAX interface

and start the contention process to notify the BS of its entry into the system.

Upon a successful Registration request-response scheme, Link Up indication on

WiMAX interface will be triggered.

3. Upon receiving Link Up indication, MIHF in the terminal uses MIH primi-

tive called MIH Capability Discover.request to discover AP’s and BS’s MIH

18
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capability information of their link layers. This primitive contains Supported-

MihEventList, SupportedMihCommandList, SupportedMihTransportList, and

SupportedISQueryType to enable the AP and BS’s MIHF to recognize the ter-

minal’s MIHF capability. MIHF entities in IEEE 802.11 AP and IEEE 802.16

BS will respond with MIH Capability Discover.confirm primitive containing the

value of the same parameter. Therefore, using this primitive, peer MIHF enti-

ties can recognize each other’s MIH capability using one MIH protocol message

transaction.

4. MIH registration provides a basis for network controlled inter-technology han-

dover framework. This mechanism creates a pairing between terminal MIH en-

tity and network MIH entity, thus enabling the network MIH entity to provide

any MIH services to the terminal. To perform the registration to MIHF in IEEE

802.11 AP as well as IEEE 802.16 BS, terminal’s MIHF uses MIH Register.Request

primitive.

5. In addition to regular update of link layer measurement in profile database,

MIH-users can request MIHF to do configuration of link parameter threshold

through MIH Configure Threshold primitive. This can be applied if there is an

application running in the terminal with strict requirement, e.g. upper delay

bound, and minimum throughput. Using this primitive, upper layer can be

notified of lower layer changes when the measured delay or throughput crosses

the preset threshold.

3.2.1 Interworking architecture

Heterogenity of NGN in terms of wireless access technologies and service entails the

need of interworking framework to achieve convergence with IP technology being the

backbone of the core network. 3GPP has presented two interworking architectures

for 3G cellular and WLAN network: tight-coupling and loose-coupling [33]. In tight-
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coupling architecture, WLAN appears to the 3G core network as one of its radio

access network. The architecture is advantageous in terms of QoS control for time-

sensitive application. However, tight-coupling incurs high cost and complexity as

WLAN should emulate all functionality existing in cellular radio access network. This

necessitates the WLAN to implement 3G’s mobility management and authentication,

hence requires major modification to the hardware and software of WLAN device.

In addition, the architecture exhibits following disadvantages: both WLAN and 3G

cellular network should be owned by the same wireless operator; bulky trafic of WLAN

that flows into 3G core network may lead to capacity problem.

In the loose-coupling architecture, the access networks are deployed independently,

allowing separate data paths between WLAN and 3G network. This interworking is

advantageous in terms of lower cost deployment and less complexity compared to

tight-coupling. It does not require both networks to be under the same operator

and requires less modification to the existing device. In this thesis, we assume that

the heterogeneous wireless networks are loosely-coupled where these networks are

connected via the core network. However, this architecture poses a drawback. As

data paths are quite distinct and separate, signaling for handover is more costly,

leading to possibly higher handover latency.

MIH facilitates loose-coupling interworking because it does not need strong inter-

dependency between deployed access networks. To alleviate handover latency prob-

lem, the framework utilizes L2 event notifications and controls provided by MIH to

help anticipate the handover.

3.3 Multi-homed Mobile SIP

SIP is an application layer control protocol used to establish, modify, and terminate

multimedia session. SIP works independently of underlying transport protocol. In

the basic operation of SIP, several logical entities are defined according to the speci-
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Figure 3.4: Overview of multi-homed mobile SIP
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fication, such as user agent (UA), redirect server, proxy server, and registrar. Session

initiation and termination requests originate from the user agent which resides in a

host. Redirect server receives request from user agent (caller) and returns response

indicating the address of the destination (callee) to where a caller should send his

request. Proxy server, either in stateful or stateless operation mode, forwards the

incoming request from caller to another server on the behalf of the caller. Registrar

keeps the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) and contact address of all registered UA

in its domain. In our scenario, functionalities of both redirect server and registrar

reside in a single server, referred to as SIP server [12]. In SIP, each user agent is identi-

fied by a URI. This SIP URI takes a form similar to an email address that contains two

parts; the user part and the host part, separated by an “@”, e.g. tim@domain.com.

Using this approach, users can maintain a single visible identifier regardless of their

location in the network. Hence, SIP supports personal and terminal mobility, in which

the dual meaning of IP address as both end point identifier and location identifier is

decoupled.

Figure 3.5: SIP signaling: registration
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Our scheme, as depicted Fig. 3.4, preserves the original SIP entities. However

the scheme extends the SIP operation to include support for multihoming. Fig. 3.5

exemplifies the SIP registration process. Both UA in terminal and CN need to reg-

ister with their SIP server (SIP server A and SIP server B respectively) concerning

their URI and contact address. However, since the terminal has two active network

interfaces at the time of registration, it sends a list of contacts in the registration

message containing its URI and two CoAs through which it can be contacted. For

this purpose, we set the bit in the message indicating that multiple address registra-

tion is being used. The interface which has the lower link layer delay will be placed

first in the ordered list.

INVITE
DNS_query

DNS_query

INVITE

RSP_TMOVED
RSP_TMOVED

ACK

INVITE, updated CoAs list

100 TRYING

180 RINGING

SUCCESS

ACK

connection established

UA MMN UA CNDNS serverSIP server A SIP server B

Figure 3.6: SIP signaling: session establishment

Prior to communicating, terminal and CN need to establish a SIP session. This
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is illustrated in Fig. 3.6. In the case of terminal initiating the session, terminal

sends invitation message to its SIP server. Based on CN’s SIP URI provided by

terminal, SIP server A does a lookup to see if CN is registered in its domain. If

not, the server sends DNS query message to DNS server. After getting a reply,

SIP server A forwards the invitation message to SIP server B which is in charge of

CN’s SIP URI domain. SIP server B replies to SIP server A, which subsequently

forwards the reply to the terminal. Upon knowing the address of CN, terminal sends

invitation message to CN together with its newly updated list of CoA. By default,

CN selects the first CoA in the list to establish a session with terminal. By taking

into account the dynamics of access networks, it is possible that for different SIP

sessions, the terminal’s contact address to be used for communication is different,

thus allowing for SIP session load balancing. The pair of IP addresses used during

session establishment will be maintained by VDA, which is located in both terminal

and CN, as reference source and reference destination address, denoted as RSA and

RDA, in the respective hosts [12]. In addition, VDA also records the port number as

the application identifier.

3.3.1 Mobility mechanism

Owing to mobility, user may roam out of one access network coverage as shown in

Fig. 3.7. After being in the overlap area, terminal moves away from Wi-Fi AP into

WiMAX network coverage. Right before terminal reaches the border of Wi-Fi access

network, terminal will detect continuous signal strength degradation on its Wi-Fi

link. This condition will trigger a link going down indication. Fig. 3.8 illustrates the

coverage of access network along with its power threshold. The generation of link

going down event is based on the power level of the received packet. For this event

generation we set coefficient of alpha to be greater than 1. MIH Link Going Down

event helps terminal prepare for handover execution before the actual link disruption

occurs. The sequence of events in Fig. 3.7 can be explained as follows :
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Figure 3.7: Terminal moves out the coverage of WLAN access network

IEEE 802.11 AP

(1)

(2)

(3)

(1) CSThreshold : Minimum power
threshold to sense packet on channel

(2) RXThreshold : Minimum power
threshold  to receive packet without error

(3) alpa * RXThreshold : Minimum power
threshold before sending link going down
event to MIHF  

Figure 3.8: Illustration of access network coverage power threshold
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1. Before handover occurs, communication path between CN and terminal exists

through WLAN (Wi-Fi) network.

2. After MIH-users in terminal is notified by MIHF of the link going down indi-

cation on the Wi-Fi link, MIH-users (i.e. VDA) checks whether the probability

(the probability goes higher as terminal approaches the border of AP coverage

since the received packet’s power goes lower) to be disconnected from Wi-Fi AP

is greater than the preset threshold. If yes, terminal will check its already estab-

lished SIP session and send SIP Re-Invite message to CN via its Wi-Fi interface.

Since the Wi-Fi interface is considered to be down soon, terminal attaches the

updated list of its addresses that can be used, which in this case only contains

the IP address of terminal’s WiMAX interface. In the Re-Invite message, SIP

shall preserve the same call identifier value as the one in the previous session

establishment.

3. Upon receiving the Re-Invite message from the terminal, CN’s SIP UA obtains

the call identifier information and modifies the corresponding session using the

new specified contact address. Finally, CN redirects its communication flow to

use the terminal’s WiMAX interface address. Note that both applications in

the terminal and CN are not aware of the address changes used for the com-

munication. Since the RSA and RDA are static during the whole session, their

values in the terminal and CN do not change and the VDA in CN will up-

date its Current Destination Address (CDA) value with the terminal’s WiMAX

interface address.

4. Terminal sends SIP Re-Register message to its SIP server containing the up-

dated contact address.

Fig. 3.9 shows that employing MIH feature for MSIP helps the terminal smoothen

the handover process and reduce the packet loss. This is true in the case of a mobile
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Figure 3.9: Throughput when handover occurs

node having more than one network interface where a make-before-break mechanism

can be implemented.

3.4 Packet Distribution Policy

3.4.1 Background

Packet distribution policy is one factor that determines the level of satisfaction per-

ceived by users when using the network service. In condition where users have access

to several networks, applying policy to balance the traffic flows among available net-

work interfaces is beneficial. One of the prominent issues in load balancing is how to

prevent out-of-order packet arrival at the receiver [34].

Two common load balancing schemes exist, i.e. packet-based and flow-based load

balancing. Packet-based load balancing splits traffic at the finest granularity. This,

for example, can be achieved using round robin scheduling. This type of balanc-
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ing is efficient in terms of network resource usage given that the delay introduced

by each path is similar. On the contrary, applying this scheme in heterogeneous

networks where delay varies among paths can cause out-of-order arrival problem at

the receiver. To handle the packet reordering, one solution could be to deploy a re-

sequencer at the receiver. This is costly and inefficient if a high degree of re-ordering

occurs since it is likely to violate upper delay bound, which is not good for delay

sensitive application like VoIP. For TCP-based application, even though it is immune

to out-of-order problem, high degree of re-ordering could lead to severe performance

degradation since TCP may interpret out-of-order arrival as congestion indication in

network and therefore will initiate slow start mechanism to avoid congestion collapse.

On the other hand, flow-based load balancing assigns packet based on the flow,

which could be identified by the tuple of source-destination IP address and source-

destination port number. Once the network interface to be used is decided, the

mapping between traffic flow and network interface is saved for future reference. In

our framework, we follow the approach for flow-based load balancing. VDA, when

first receives packet from upper layer, extracts flow identifier of the packet and looks

up the flow mapping table to see if there is already an interface associated with the

flow. If not, VDA initiates interface selection decision algorithm. The interface list

resulting from the interface selection will be mapped with the flow identifier in the

flow mapping table. To maintain connection state in case of flow redirection using

another interface, the first ordered interface in the list is used as the static address

which remains during the whole session. Since all packets belonging to a certain

flow are sent to a fixed path in flow-based load balancing scheme, packet reordering

is not an issue. However, in the case involving numerous traffic flows in networks

with different rates and duration characteristic, applying flow-based load balancing

scheme is disadvantageous as it could lead to improper balance among paths and

even throughput drop if certain network is heavily congested. Since we aim to take

advantage of joint resource of different radio access networks as well as to reduce
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out-of-order packet to a minimum, we define another policy which is named adaptive

load balancing policy.

3.4.2 Adaptive load balancing policy

Figure 3.10: Illustration of path selection

Our scheme adopts adaptive load balancing policy to split up the traffic while

keeping the out-of-order packet to a minimum. This policy is not unique in the sense

that it is applicable to all kinds of application. The policy is applicable especially for

traffic characterized with burst and idle period (or On and Off period). One example

would be audio conference application. The idea behind this policy is simple and can

be illustrated in Fig. 3.10. When burst 1 arrives at router 1, router 1 may forward

the burst to an arbitrary path, be it path 1 or path 2 since it is the first burst of the

flow. In the example, router 1 selects path 1 to send out the burst. Burst 1 is then

followed by an idle period. If the burst inter-arrival time is greater than the delta

delay between path 1 and path 2 (in the example, the value is 20 ms), router 1 may

also forward the subsequent burst arbitrarily to any path. Since at that time burst

1 already reaches the destination router, out-of-order arrival problem is not an issue

at the destination router.

We apply similar approach towards the adaptive load balancing policy. The traffic

splitting is done by cutting off the flow when the packet inter-arrival time (or in our

scenario, inter-generation time) is bigger than the threshold parameter ℘, which is
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defined as the maximum delay difference among available paths. In our scenario, ℘

is defined as the link layer delay difference between IEEE 802.11 and 802.16 access

network. The mechanism is formulated as (3.1).

Action =







forward to previous path ∆t < ℘

execute path selection ∆t ≥ ℘
(3.1)

where,

∆t = ti − ti−1

ti : arrival time of packet ith at VDA

ti−1 : arrival time of packet (i− 1)th at VDA

When packet’s inter-arrival time is smaller than the threshold, the packet must be

forwarded to the same path as the previous packet. Otherwise, the packet is forwarded

to the path resulting from the interface selection algorithm. Since our goals are to

minimize out-of-order packet problem as well as to enhance user’s experience (e.g.

reducing end to end delay), forwarding the burst arbitrarily is not enough. Therefore

we compute merit value of each access network to help VDA in the interface selection

process. We rely on MIH to obtain link layer metric, i.e. delay and frame loss, from

all active interfaces. Since there is more than one metric type, merit value of access

network is computed using Multiple Attribute Decision Making (MADM) method.

For this purpose we use Simple additive weighting method (SAW). In SAW, the

problem can be expressed in decision matrix D as in (3.2), where row i corresponds

to alternative link Ni and column j corresponds to type of link layer metric.

D =





x11 x12

x21 x22



 =





delaywifi losswifi

delaywimax losswimax



 (3.2)

W =
[

wdelay wloss

]

(3.3)

x
′

ij = xmin
j /xij i = 1, , 2 j = 1, , 2 (3.4)
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We defined W as weight matrix (3.3), where w is the weight of each criterion. As

delay and loss metric are categorized as cost criteria, we normalize each element in the

decision matrix D using (3.4) where xij is the value of alternative Ni with respect to

criteria xj . Thereafter we apply the weight matrix to the normalized decision matrix.

Our VDA will choose the interface which has a greater merit value to send out the

packet.
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Figure 3.11: Policy impact on application’s throughput

We evaluate the performance of adaptive load balancing through simulation using

ns-2 network simulator [35]. The performance metrics used are application’s through-

put, end to end delay, and inter-packet delay variation [36]. The simulation result

is shown in Fig. 3.11 to Fig. 3.13. We use exponential traffic generator to simulate

VoIP traffic. We set both wdelay and wloss to 0.5 to indicate equal importance. We

simulate an environment where increasing number of mobile nodes are attached to

both WLAN AP and WMAN BS while flooding the networks with packets trans-

mission. In Fig. 3.11, when the number of mobile nodes increases beyond 50 nodes,
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Figure 3.12: Policy impact on application’s end to end delay

the voice throughput in single interface scheme drops drastically. The result shows

that employing adaptive load balancing scheme improves data throughput and re-

duces average end to end delay as well as inter-packet delay variation, especially

under congested network. Utilizing only single interface for the whole duration of

traffic flow is disadvantageous as it results in degradation of user’s experience since

the access network QoS is not considered. Adaptive load balancing policy overcomes

this problem by spreading the traffic flow while monitoring the parameter change at

the link layer. These new averaged parameter values are always taken into account

when VDA decides the network interface to send the packet out at every interval.

The scheme enables terminal to predict the access network performance dynamically

and load balance the traffic based on this information. As a result, delay sensitive

application is better supported.
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Figure 3.13: Policy impact on application’s inter-packet delay variation

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented MIH-based Multi-homed SIP mobility management

scheme (MHMM) and illustrated its performance via a 2-interface (Wi-FI, WiMAX)

terminal. We highlight one key component, i.e. VDA, for its importance in maintain-

ing the application’s connection state by ensuring IP address transparency, supporting

multiple addressed of the different interfaces as well as providing intelligent operation

in accordance to the policies. Our scheme, with the aid of MIH Link Event trigger,

enables seamless communication during vertical handover. For optimizing interface

usage, our scheme exploits the MIH framework to obtain dynamic link layer informa-

tion from underlying interfaces and use the information as metrics in the policy. We

introduce adaptive load balancing policy which is tailored especially for delay sensitive

application. The scheme incorporates features of both packet-based and flow-based

load balancing and tries to minimize out-of-order packet problem. The result shows

that the scheme works effectively in rapid changes of networks’ performance.
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Chapter 4

Adaptive Multiple-Interface

Management Framework for

Multihomed Terminal (AMIMF)

This chapter extends MIH Based Multi-homed SIP Mobility Management (MHMM)

described in Chapter 3 to provide an adaptive and environment aware framework to

enhance user’s perceived quality.

As mentioned earlier, multihoming capability, supported by a device having more

than one network interface, provides several benefits such as load balancing between

network interfaces, redundancy when one network interface fails, and ubiquitous

access through multiple service providers. The new framework, called Adaptive

Multiple-Interface Management Framework for Multihomed Terminal (AMIMF) is

aware of the network environment and adopts different scheduling schemes and poli-

cies in accordance with the changing network conditions for efficient delivery of data.

An overview of AMIMF is shown in Fig. 4.1 using a 3-interface terminal device

as an illustration. The terminal device is configured with three network interfaces

of diverse technologies, i.e. IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi), IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX), and cel-

lular UMTS. Having this configuration, we benefit from better coverage provided by
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UMTS and WiMAX and aggregate capacity of each access technology. When han-

dling traffic, the terminal may switch alternatively among its three interfaces or use

these interfaces simultaneously depending on the policy residing in the terminal. In

the context of multi-access for terminal, policy represents preferences and guidance on

how packet will be forwarded to the destination. We limit the scope of this chapter to

demultiplexing the traffic flow based on user’s perspective with multihomed terminal

as the source.

Three main functional blocks are defined in the architecture, namely VDA entity,

MIH entity, and Profile entity1.

In AMIMF, we introduce a new agent called profile agent. This agent, together

with profile storage, forms the Profile entity. Profile storage stores L2 parameters

measured from all network interfaces. As we add UMTS interface to the device, we

include available UMTS bandwidth parameter to be saved in the profile storage. Com-

puting available bandwidth in UMTS is straightforward as the communication session

is connection-oriented. Awareness of access network performance is important when

sending data packet such that the terminal may maximize its network connections.

This is achieved through an operation called access network performance prediction

performed by the profile agent. Profile agent retrieves link layer information from

storage, especially of Wi-Fi and WiMAX interface, and determines the performance

quality of access networks. The result is stored back in the profile storage and used

by VDA to help execute the policy.

4.1 Network Interface Selection

Interface selection is handled by VDA to determine the local interfaces used to send

out packets. In the case of multihomed terminal, there could be more than one

end-to-end path from terminal to destination. Thus further processing is required

1Refer to Section 3.1 of Chapter 3 for more details
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Figure 4.1: Architecture of multihomed terminal equipped with three interfaces: Wi-

Fi, WiMAX, and UMTS

to determine which interface yields the greatest benefit for the user. Choosing the

network interface in an arbitrary manner could be detrimental. Thus, QoS factors

depicting the access network condition should be taken into account in the inter-

face decision process. These factors constitute link layer measurements. Since this

measurement is dependent on the type of access technology, it is necessary for an ef-

ficient framework to make them deliverable to upper layer protocols. This framework

facilitates cross-layer information exchange between lower and upper layers.

Recently, a standard called MIH has emerged and is being developed by the IEEE

802.21. This standard suits the proposed AMIMF due to the fact that it is devel-

oped to be aware of available diverse radio access technologies. MIH provides link

layer intelligence to upper layer protocols. The main objective of MIH is to sup-
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port handover between different radio technologies, referred to as vertical handover.

Cross-layer information exchange is facilitated by an entity called MIH function which

resides between link layer and network layer. However, MIH has some limitations.

According to the standard, event trigger and measurement gathered at link layer are

used solely to optimize handover. The event will be triggered if the measurement

crosses certain preset threshold. In our scheme, we extend the operation of MIH.

MIH will not only support handover as its primary objective, but also help execute

the policy in the terminal. For this purpose, MIH Link Parameters Report primitive

is used to convey link layer information regularly to the upper layers.

The wireless acess network portion may contribute to significant performance

bottleneck in the overall network performance due to its dynamic nature. We rely on

MIH framework to capture the network dynamic. The existence of many terminals

within a single collision domain of wireless access network, especially WLAN IEEE

802.11 may cause congestion which in turn contributes to larger end-to-end delay,

dropped packets, etc. Thus in our policy, it is necessary to take into account the

condition of access network when selecting the interface. This includes consideraton

of congestion in the access network.

Bejerano et al. [37] use channel busy time to represent the load metric in wireless

LAN. Channel busy time usage is twofold, one is to represent the load on the network

and another is to indicate the level of congestion the access point experiences. Jardosh

et al. [38] study congested wireless LAN network empirically and draw the correlation

between network congestion and its effect on link layer performance. In our scheme,

we also use channel busy time which is represented by the portion of time that the

station senses the medium as busy. To represent congestion in WiMAX network, we

utilize a link layer metric called Bandwidth Request (BW-REQ) packet loss ratio.

In addition to the two previously mentioned metrics, we also use L2 delay to better

predict the access network performance. Further explanation of these metrics will

be given later. In this chapter, we show how the congestion, as a function of L2
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delay and channel busy time (in WLAN) as well as L2 delay and BW-REQ loss

ratio (in WMAN), impacts the measured throughput of a network. Based on this

result, we subsequently determine a set of thresholds indicating the level of access

network performance. Thus, our work relates the access network performance level

to the estimated available throughput that the network can provide to support the

application.

Many works have been done regarding available bandwidth estimation which can

be categorized into two main categories: intrusive and non-intrusive scheme. Intrusive

scheme, such as in [39] [40], uses end-to-end probe packet to estimate path bandwidth.

Using intrusive measurement poses a drawback that it may cause large overhead and

waste precious wireless network resource, especially under the condition where many

multihomed terminals in the network need to estimate bandwidth through all links.

On the other hand, non-intrusive scheme utilizes the trace history of previous data

transmission.

In this chapter, we propose an idea to equip the terminal with prior gleaned

knowledge from data packets to help terminal estimate available throughput in the

access network. Having this data, terminal, especifically profile agent, can predict the

access network performance level. For this purpose we conduct offline simulations to

infer the correlation between measured load, channel busy time (for WLAN) or BW-

REQ loss ratio (For WMAN), and L2 delay. Based on the results, we classify the

performance of access network into three categories and determine the thresholds

associated to them which serves as prior knowledge to the terminal.

4.2 Cross Layer Information

We extract some information from the MAC layer of Wi-Fi and WiMAX interface

and send the information to upper layer (i.e. VDA) using the MIH framework. The

information are as follows:
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4.2.1 L2 Delay

Wi-Fi, in comparison with WiMAX, has different mechanism in the channel access

for the data transmission. In Wi-Fi, the channel access for the data transmission

is based on contention and the station relies on the acknowledgement scheme to

indicate successful transmission of the data frames. In contrast, the channel access in

WiMAX is based on the granted access in which the base station (BS) allocates uplink

(UL) burst for the station, thus avoids the possibility of collision during the data

transmission period and eliminates the need for an acknowledgement scheme. As the

MAC of both Wi-Fi and WiMAX operates under different mechanisms, we define the

L2 delay term separately. Denote Tqueue as the time when packet is ready in the queue

for transmission; TACK as the time the terminal receives packet acknowledgement

(ACK); Ttransmit as the time the terminal actually transmits the packet; and tx time

as the time needed to transmit the whole packet. L2 delay of a packet i in Wi-Fi

network is calculated using Eq. 4.1, whereas L2 delay of packet i in WiMAX network

is calculated using Eq. 4.2.

DWi−F i
(i) = TACK(i) − Tqueue(i) (4.1)

DWiMAX
(i) =

(

Ttransmit(i) − Tqueue(i)

)

+ tx time(i) (4.2)

We perform similar simulations for both Wi-Fi and WiMAX. Firstly there is a

terminal sending traffic to a receiver through the network. We then measure the L2

delay at the sender terminal. To know the impact of network load and contention

on the value being measured as a function of node number, we continually increase

the background traffic by adding terminals that transmit packets through the net-

work. The simulation is performed using terminal number starting from 1 to 15.

Fig. 4.2 shows the relation between L2 delay and normalized traffic load in Wi-Fi

network. The normalized load is obtained by dividing the measured load with the
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transmission rate, Tx rate. In our simulation, Tx rate for Wi-Fi is 11 Mbps. From

the observation, as the load and the number of terminals increase in the network, L2

delay also increases. For WiMAX, the result is shown in Fig. 4.3. The same trend

is observed, but WiMAX is less sensitive than Wi-Fi in terms of increase in L2 delay

corresponding to an increase in network load. Note that for WiMAX, Tx rate used

for normalizing the load is 7,962,352 bps.
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Figure 4.2: Normalized load vs L2 delay in Wi-Fi

4.2.2 Channel Busy Time

A network link overwhelmed with too much traffic causes congestion. Consequently,

the terminal experiences network throughput degradation. To help indicate conges-

tion in Wi-Fi network, we use channel busy time metric obtained from the Wi-Fi

interface. Channel busy time (T busy
total ), comprises two main parts: busy transmitting

T busy
tx and busy receiving time T busy

tx . This metric is the summation of all transmitted
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Figure 4.3: Normalized load vs L2 delay in WiMAX

and received frames on the terminal’s Wi-Fi MAC in one period Tint. The measure-

ment granularity is set at Tint equals 1 second.

T busy

tot(t) =
T busy

tx(t) + T busy

rx(t)

Tint

(4.3)

The channel busy time ratio, T busy

tot(t) is computed according to Eq. 4.3, with suffix

(t) indicating the measurement in the ˝t-th˝ period. The computed value represents

the fraction of time interval that the channel status is busy. For the measurement,

we consider all kinds of packets including data, management (Beacon), and control

packets (RTS, CTS, ACK). The basic access method of IEEE 802.11 is Distributed

Coordination Function (DCF) protocol. DCF employs carrier sense multiple access

with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) for channel access. When the terminal wants to

transmit a frame, the terminal has to sense that the medium is idle for a duration of

DIFS (Distributed coordination function Interframe Space). This period is followed

with a Backoff interval (BO). If the medium is idle after BO expires, terminal proceeds
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with transmitting the frame to the destination. The destination, upon receiving

the frame, sends ACK back to the terminal. RTS-CTS mechanism is enabled in

the operation to further reduce the collision probability and avoid hidden terminal

problem. Retransmission time as a result of error delivery is also taken into account

in the busy time calculation.

Fig. 4.4 shows the relation between channel busy time and normalized load in the

WLAN network. We continually increase the load and the number of terminals by

adding terminals that transmit packets through the network, starting from 1 to 15

terminals. As the load and the number of terminals increase in the network, channel

occupancy also increases. This is mainly due to collision and retransmission. From

the figure, we can observe a period when the measured load decreases after reaching

a certain point (this point is the saturation capacity of the WLAN network). In our

opinion, the wireless channel is highly congested during this period.
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Figure 4.4: Normalized load vs channel busy time in Wi-Fi
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4.2.3 Bandwidth Request (BW-REQ) Loss Ratio

In point-to-multipoint (PMP) mode of IEEE 802.16, a base station (BS) serves a

number of subscriber station (SS) [41] [32]. In our work, we consider the network

operates in a time division duplex (TDD) where a frame is divided into uplink (UL)

and downlink (DL) subframes. As part of QoS support, a bandwidth request-grant

mechanism is applied according to the standard to reduce the data collision. In Best

Effort (BE) traffic class, for uplink scheduling, SS first has to request for bandwidth

individually from its serving BS every time it has packet waiting in the connection

queue. This is done by sending a BW-REQ packet via the shared BW-REQ slots in UL

subframe. Since there is a limited number of slots, SS has to compete with other SS

which denotes the start of the contention resolution process (CRP). SS subsequently

starts a backoff process with initial window equal to W0. The SS shall randomly

select a number within interval [0, W0 + 1] as the backoff interval. When the backoff

expires, SS sends BW-REQ packet. If transmission is successful, upon receiving the

request, BS may either approve and allocate slot for SS’s data transmission or reject

the request if there is not enough resource. CRP is completed if SS receives the grant

within the period TREQ. On the contrary, if SS does not receive grant within the

period TREQ, SS concludes that BW-REQ transmission has failed, thus starting a

new backoff and increasing the backoff window by a factor of two. The new backoff

window will be 2iW0, where i is the ith retry of BW-REQ transmission, and backoff

is chosen randomly within interval [0, Wi + 1]. If the maximum number of retries, m

(which is set to 3), has been reached, and BW-REQ packet transmission still fails, SS

discards the packet and CRP ends. As the bandwidth request-grant mechanism in

BE service is contention based, this scheme works fine if the channel is not congested

(when there is enough BW-REQ slots for all SSs’ connections). However there is

significant performance degradation in the case of heavy load in the network as well

as excessive number of SS requesting for bandwidth. When the load is high, the

queue in each SS is never empty. Thus if there is more than one SS trying to transmit
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their request via a slot, collision is likely to occur and the bandwidth request packets

collide and the SS does not receive the allocation. It may cause the SS to suffer a

longer delay and reduced throughput.
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Figure 4.5: Normalized load vs BW-REQ loss ratio in WiMAX

BW REQloss(t) =
NBW REQ

corrupt(t)

NBW REQ

sent(t)

(4.4)

Bandwidth request packet loss ratio BW REQloss at measurement interval t, is

computed using Eq. 4.4. NBW REQ

sent(t) includes all transmission and re-transmission

attempts and NBW REQ

corrupt(t) is incremented by 1 every time TREQ timer expires without

SS receiving the bandwidth allocation. Fig. 4.5 shows the relation between BW-

REQ loss and normalized network load. In this simulation, we continually increase

the load in the network by adding terminals (from 1 - 15 terminals) while sending

background traffic through the network. As seen in Fig. 4.5, as the number of SS

and the load increase, collision occurs more frequently and contributes to greater
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bandwidth request packet loss ratio.

Table 4.1: Profile on access network performance

Access State Normalized Load L2 delay Busy time ratio

network (Lnorm) (D msec) (T busy)

State 1 0 ≤ Lnorm ≤ 0.143 D ≤ 5.378 T busy ≤ 0.391

IEEE 802.11 State 2 0.143 < Lnorm ≤ 0.285 5.378 < D ≤ 9.867 0.391 < T busy ≤ 0.783

( 3.5 Mbps )

State 3 Lnorm > 0.285 D > 9.867 T busy > 0.783

Access State Normalized Load L2 delay BW Req loss ratio

network (Lnorm) (D msec) (Loss)

State 1 0 ≤ Lnorm ≤ 0.194 D ≤ 140.850 Loss ≤ 0.356

IEEE 802.16 State 2 0.194 < Lnorm ≤ 0.555 140.850 < D ≤ 229.794 0.356 < Loss ≤ 0.445

(5 Mbps )

State 3 Lnorm > 0.555 D > 229.794 Loss > 0.445

4.3 Access Network Performance State

Having all the abovementioned results, we notice that the observed throughput has a

close inter-dependancy with the level of congestion in the access network. Therefore

we suggest that the access network be classified into a set of performance categories

according to its congestion state. This is achieved by observing the trend in network

load with respect to increasing {channel busy time, bandwidth packet request loss

ratio} and L2 delay in {Wi-Fi, WiMAX} networks. As the sensitivity of Wi-Fi and

WiMAX access network towards congestion differs, with Wi-Fi being more sensitive

than WiMAX, we define different range of performance category for both access

networks. With reference to the measurements done, we classify the access network
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Table 4.2: Estimated load and available throughput in our framework

Access State Est. load range Est. av. throughput

network (L kbps) (Bav kbps)

State 1 0 ≤ L ≤ 1,568 1,932 ≤ Bav ≤ 3,500

IEEE 802.11 State 2 1,568 < L ≤ 3,136 364 ≤ Bav < 1,932

( 3.5 Mbps )

State 3 L > 3,136 Bav < 364

State 1 0 ≤ L ≤ 1,548 3,452 ≤ Bav ≤ 5,000

IEEE 802.16 State 2 1,548 < L ≤ 4,419 581 ≤ Bav < 3,452

(5 Mbps )

State 3 L > 4,419 Bav < 581

into 3 states as shown in Table 4.1 with the following interpretation:

• State 1: Uncongested condition

• State 2: Moderately congested condition

• State 3: Highly congested condition

Note that 3.5 Mbps and 5 Mbps denote the capacity of Wi-Fi and WiMAX re-

spectively. These values are obtained from the saturation throughput we obtained

through simulation. Assuming that at certain time, the terminal knows the total ca-

pacity of certain access network and given that it also has knowledge of the network

load for a known access network state, the terminal may compute an estimation of

available throughput of the network at that time instant. This information could be

useful for terminal when it decides the interface to send out the packets, especially if

the user’s satisfaction level is focused on delivery throughput of the network. Specific

to Wi-Fi and WiMAX technologies we use in our simulation, we devise estimates of

load and available throughput as shown in Table 4.2. For example, based on the
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table, we say that a State 2 Wi-Fi access network can provide a range of throughput

from 364 kbps to 1,932 bps to support terminal’s data transmission.

To determine the performance state of access network, Profile agent retrieves pa-

rameters DWi−F i, DWiMAX, T busy
tot and BW REQloss from storage and then compare

the values against the specification in Table 4.1. This process recurs at time interval

of 1 second.

4.4 Packet Distribution Policy

Packet distribution scheme determines the level of satisfaction the users achieve when

using the network service. In [42] we introduce a scheme called adaptive load balanc-

ing. In this scheme, VDA takes into account the network condition and adaptively

switches between interfaces to send out the packet. Where users have capability to

access more than one network at a time, applying policy to balance the traffic among

available network interfaces is beneficial. This balancing strategy is applied in con-

formance to resource aggregation objective of having multiple network interfaces in

a single terminal. It is beneficial in a scenario where traffic flow QoS requirement

cannot be fully satisfied by network resource provided through a single interface. By

splitting the traffic flow into multiple sub-flows and transmitting them simultaneously

over different sets of network interfaces, user perceived quality can be enhanced as

more throughput is available. VDA takes responsibility to implement this strategy

when it receives packets coming from the upper layer. VDA processes the packets in

accordance with the policy defined in the system for a certain flow.

We compare several load balancing schemes and present the performance result.

4.4.1 Round Robin (RR)

In RR scheme, VDA transmits packet alternatively to each network interface in order

and in equal allocation. For this purpose, VDA only needs to keep track of up and
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ready interfaces which provide end-to-end path to the destination. The terminal does

not necessarily monitor the dynamic nature of the link quality.

4.4.2 Adaptive Distribution

In this scheme, packet by default will be sent through the network in the following

order: State 1, State 2, State 3 in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. UMTS interface is excluded. If

both Wi-Fi and WiMAX access network fall into the same classification such as both

in State 1 or 2, the Wi-Fi interface will take precedence over the WiMAX interface.

If both access networks are classified as State 3 network, packet will be sent through

UMTS interface. Under low and moderately saturation conditions, Wi-Fi network is

prioritized over WiMAX as it is cheaper in terms of usage cost.

4.4.3 Adaptive Weighted Round Robin (Adaptive WRR)

Table 4.3: Throughput value used for adaptive WRR

Access State Throughput

network (Rav kbps)

State 1 3,500

IEEE 802.11 State 2 1,932

State 3 364

State 1 5,000

IEEE 802.16 State 2 3,452

State 3 581

In this scheme, we implement WRR scheduling with adaptive weight. The weight

for network interfaces is derived from the ratio of estimated available throughput

provided by each access network. As we classify the Wi-Fi and WiMAX network

performance in terms of provided throughput range, we determine a set of discrete

throughput value to be used for the weight calculation. This is not an issue with

UMTS interface as we can know the exact available throughput at any time given
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that connection is guaranteed with certain allocation of bandwidth. We use the

throughput value from Table 4.3. If L is a set of access networks on which a terminal

is connected; Rav is a set of throughput provided by the access network in L; the WRR

weight for each interface wi is calculated using Eq. 4.5. Since the offered throughput

changes when access network falls into different State, the weight assigned to each

interface also changes over time. The packet distribution follows in accordance with

the weights.

wi =
Ravi

Min(Ravi
; ∀i ∈ L)

(4.5)

4.4.4 Hybrid Scheme

This scheme is similar to Adaptive WRR. The only difference is when Wi-Fi access

network is classified as State 3, Wi-Fi interface will be neglected for the interface

selection and VDA will choose the access network having the smallest State number.

Other than that condition, adaptive WRR scheme will be used. When Wi-Fi network

falls into State 3, the access network is heavily congested. As we have seen, Wi-Fi

network is more sensitive towards congestion than WiMAX network and its perfor-

mance degrades drastically. Thus considering Wi-Fi interface as non-eligible interface

for transmission at this state may lead to better performance.

4.5 Simulation and Results

Fig. 4.7(a) shows the result of end-to-end packet delay measurement. We conduct

simulations using ns-2 [35] in order to assess the performance of load balancing policies

we have outlined previously. The performance metrics used are achieved throughput,

number of packets received, end-to-end packet delay, and inter-packet delay variation

[36]. Inter-packet delay variation of a packet is defined as end-to-end delay difference

of a packet with regards to the previous packet in the stream. In our measurement,
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for example, if within the measurement interval [0 − t] we receive packet i with

i = 1, 2, 3, .., n, we take the average value of inter-packet delay variation, IPDV ,

which is given by IPDV =

∑n

i=1 IPDV(i)

n− 1
, where IPDV(i) = |Delay(i) −Delay(i−1)|.

The measurement for all performance metrics is done with regards to all packets

originating from multihomed terminal. Our simulation scenario is as follows: The

multihomed terminal is located in the coverage of UMTS, Wi-Fi, and WiMAX access

network. The UMTS connection is allocated with an uplink dedicated bandwidth

of 384 kbps. At t = 15 s, terminal starts sending Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic

to the destination node which is around 2 Mbps in total. To slowly saturate the

network, we add terminals sending background traffic of 384 kbps one at a time.

For each interval △t1 = 10 s, starting from t = 10 s, we introduce a single interface

terminal connecting to Wi-Fi network. Therefore at t = 20, 30, 40, .., 170s, a Wi-Fi

terminal is added, giving a total number of 16 terminals with Wi-Fi interface in the

simulation environment. In the mean time, for each interval △t2 = 10 s, starting

from t = 15 s, we also introduce a single interface terminal connecting to WiMAX

network. Therefore at t = 25, 35, 45, .., 175s, a WiMAX terminal is added, giving a

total number of 16 terminals with WiMAX interface in the simulation environment.

Thus, after t = 175 s, there are 33 terminals in the network, including the multihomed

one. The simulation is run until t = 300 s and the result is presented in Fig. 4.6 and

Fig. 4.7.

As shown in Fig. 4.6(a), Hybrid scheme outperforms other schemes in that it

achieves more throughput, whereas RR scheme shows the poorest performance. This

is because in RR scheme, VDA tries to assign traffic equally among all interfaces

without considering the access network conditions and available capacity. From t =

15 s to 110 s (up to t = 110 s, 9 Wi-Fi and 9 WiMAX terminals are in the network),

Hybrid scheme performs similarly to Adaptive WRR scheme, and thereafter, Hybrid

scheme outperforms Adaptive WRR scheme. This is because during the time duration

up to 110 s, access network starts moving from uncongested to moderately congested
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state. Under these states, access networks, in this case Wi-Fi and WiMAX networks,

still manage to support the applications. However for t > 110 s, both networks start to

approach the highly congested state (classified as State 3), with Wi-Fi changes state

faster as it is more sensitive. Since the Wi-Fi network under high congestion state

shows more significant performance degradation compared to WiMAX, using Wi-Fi

interface is disadvantageous. Under Hybrid scheme, being aware of this condition,

VDA marks the Wi-Fi interface as non-eligible and proceeds to select interface with

the best state, i.e. WiMAX interface. In terms of received packet number, as shown

in Fig. 4.6(b), Hybrid scheme performs the best which means this scheme has less

dropped packets compared to other schemes. Using RR scheme incurs many dropped

packets. The result from received packet number are consistent with that of achieved

throughput.

Fig. 4.7(a) shows the Hybrid scheme and Adaptive Distribution scheme are rela-

tively better than the other two schemes in terms of end-to-end packet delay. Given

that end-to-end packet delay, Te2e, is the summation of packet delay in access net-

work, Tan and packet delay in core network, Tcore. Assuming that the core network

performance is stable due to static and robust infrastructure, Tcore does not change

significantly. Hence Te2e mainly depends on Tan. Thus, end-to-end packet delay value

is mainly contributed by the delay from terminal to AP or BS. The biggest por-

tion contributing to higher end-to-end delay resulting from RR and Adaptive WRR

scheme comes from packets which are transmitted through the Wi-Fi network. While

these two schemes constantly use Wi-Fi interface for transmission under all congestion

states of network (represented by the network state), Hybrid scheme and Adaptive

Distribution scheme prefer not to use Wi-Fi interface when the Wi-Fi network is

highly congested. For the same reason, the latter schemes hence produce better

result in inter-packet delay variation performance as seen in Fig. 4.7(b). The fluctua-

tion of inter-packet delay variation resulting from RR and Adaptive WRR scheme is

contributed by the inter-packet delay variation from the packets which are received
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through the Wi-Fi network.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, we propose an adaptive multi-interface framework, AMIMF, to en-

hance the user perceived quality. The framework obtains MIH metrics, e.g. L2 delay,

channel busy time ratio, bandwidth request loss ratio, and uses the observed values to

infer access network performance according to defined classification. We have shown

that the classification also relates to the congestion level that the access network

experiences. We also compare several load balancing schemes, such as RR, Adap-

tive WRR, Adaptive Distribution, and Hybrid scheme. Simulation result shows that

Hybrid scheme performance outperforms other schemes in terms of throughput, end-

to-end delay, inter-packet delay variation, and packet drop, while RR scheme shows

the worst result. Based on the results shown, we also suggest that it is not feasible

for the terminal to use Wi-Fi interface when Wi-Fi network is highly congested and

needs to deem the interface non-eligible for packet transmission. It thus shows that

our proposed AMIMF exploits the terminal awareness of the access network condi-

tion to greatly enhance user’s perceived quality, in particular for application with

long connection duration, such as media streaming.
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Figure 4.6: Policy impact on (a) throughput ; (b) number of packets received
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Figure 4.7: Policy impact on (a) end-to-end delay ; (b) inter-packet delay variation
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Chapter 5

QoS Support in Multihomed

Terminal

In this chapter, our Adaptive Multiple-Interface Management Framework for Mul-

tihomed Terminal (AMIMF) is further integrated with QoS support of underlying

access technologies to better manage application’s QoS requirement. Different types

of applications have different needs in terms of latency, bandwidth, packet error rate,

etc. Consequently, QoS support to cater for all types of application is required. While

various access network technologies exhibit different charasterictics in terms of cov-

erage, delay, and bandwidth, the ability to maintain user’s perceived QoS accross

these technologies becomes important. This is further complicated by the growth of

mobile users who frequently roam from one network to another as well as the demand

of multimedia application. This chapter presents the integration of our Adaptive

Multiple-Interface Management Framework (AMIMF) with L2 QoS mechanisms, of

both Wi-Fi and WiMAX, to better support various applications over the wireless

links. We limit our discussion to QoS handling over the wireless access networks.

Wu et al. in [43] compare the performance of MADM-based handover decision

scheme using MIH with the received signal strength (RSS) based and cost function

based vertical handover decision scheme. However the work only uses RSS as the trig-
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ger for handover, while our framework exploits more L2 metrics as handover triggers

to optimize user’s access.

5.1 QoS in WLAN � ���� �������	 
�����
�� � �� � �� � �� �
���� ������ ������ � ���� ������ ������ � ���� ������ ������ � ���� ������ ������ �

��� !"# $%##�&�%' ()&%#! �%'
Figure 5.1: Access Categories in EDCA mode

The original IEEE 802.11 WLAN standard [44] has been initially designed with-

out QoS support, aiming at providing best effort at low cost. Hence, the protocol

provides same treatment for all kinds of applications. IEEE 802.11e [45] proposes

QoS enhancement in the MAC layer. The QoS is provided by differentiating the

application based on its type. The IEEE 802.11e standard introduces Hybrid Co-

ordination Function (HCF) which operates in two modes, ie. Enhanced Distributed

Coordinated Access (EDCA), which is contention based and HCF Controlled Channel

Access (HCCA) which is polling based. HCCA is not widely implemented (the reason

can be found in [46]). EDCA improves DCF mode in the original standard and de-
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fines four Access Category (AC) existing in the MAC layer, namely AC VO (for voice

traffic), AC VI (for video traffic), AC BE (for best effort traffic), and AC BK (for

background traffic) ordered from the highest to lowest priority. Figure 5.1 depicts four

ACs for EDCA. Each AC has its own transmission queue and associated parameters.

To achieve prioritization among ACs, the following parameters are configured:

• Minimum contention window (CWMin): minimum value of random backoff

• Maximum contention window (CWMax): maximum value of random backoff.

AC is first initialized with CWMax. Random backoff window size is doubled

upon each unsuccessful attempt of channel access with upper bound of CWMax.

• Arbitrary Inter-Frame Spacing (AIFS): interval of time during which a station

has to wait after detecting that the channel is idle and starts its backoff timer.

• Transmission Opportunity (TxOP) limit: with the TxOP burst option being

enabled, station is allowed to send a number of consecutive packets without in-

termediate contention upon gaining access to the channel. TxOP limit specifies

the maximum duration of the data frame burst. However, for simplicity, we

disable this option during simulation.

Higher priority AC is usually assigned lower CWMin, CWMax, and AIFS values than

the lower priority AC. This ensures time-critical traffic has higher probability to

occupy the channel. To handle virtual collision among internal ACs, virtual collision

resolution is applied where the AC with the highest priority takes precedence to access

the channel, while the remaining ACs double their backoff window size in the event

of internal collision.

AIFS[AC] = SIFS + (AIFSN [AC] ∗ SlotT ime) >= DIFS (5.1)

The value of AIFS for each AC (AIFS[AC]) is given by Eq. 5.1, where SIFS is Short

Inter-frame Spacing with duration 10 µs, AIFS number (AIFSN) is an integer greater
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than zero, and SlotT ime is 20 µs. The equation denotes that the AIFS assigned to

an AC is at least equal to the DIFS used in the legacy MAC. The setting of DIFS

follows Eq. 5.2 which yields 50 µs.

DIFS = SIFS + 2 ∗ SlotT ime (5.2)

5.2 QoS in WMAN

Different from IEEE 802.11, IEEE 802.16 WMAN MAC [47] is connection-oriented.

All traffic, either in uplink or downlink direction, are carried using dedicated con-

nections. To facilite traffic flow with different set of QoS requirement, IEEE 802.16

standard defines the following four service classes (SC) which are detailed in Table 5.1:

Unsolicited Grant Service (UGS), Real-Time Polling Service (rtPS), non-Real-Time

Polling Service (nrtPS), and Best Effort (BE). Five QoS parameters for traffic flow

resource reservation are used, i.e. maximum delay, jitter, minimum and maximum

data rate, traffic handling priority. To classify the frame into already established

connection, connection identifier (CID) is included in the frame header.

Table 5.1: IEEE 802.16 service class

Service class Description

UGS supports CBR traffic, such as VoIP without silence suppres-

sion

rtPS supports real-time service with variable-size packet on a peri-

odic basis, such as VoIP with silence suppression and MPEG

nrtPS supports non-real-time service which requires variable size of

burst granted on a regular basis, such as FTP

BE supports application that does not require explicit QoS sup-

port, such as HTTP Web
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5.3 Inter-working Mechanism in QoS-enabled Ter-

minal

Figure 5.2: Illustration of WLAN and WMAN network integration

Interworking mechanism for user to roam accross the networks depends highly

on the integration architecture. In our proposal, the architecture for integration

of WLAN (Wi-Fi) and WMAN (WiMAX) access networks is loose-coupling, as il-

lustrated in Figure 5.2. In this type of architecture, WLAN and WMAN access

networks are completely separated and both networks are connected via the core

network. This allows the scenario where access network is deployed independently
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and may belong to different network operators. Terminal-controlled handover usually

applies under this scheme. As the user has connectivity support via diverse access

technologies, possibility of roaming or utilizing all network interfaces simultaneously

becomes an important consideration. Increasing popularity of time-critical applica-

tions drives the need for seamless handover to guarantee session continuity. However,

as discussed before, the difference in QoS mechanism, implemented in IEEE 802.11e

and IEEE 802.16 technologies, exposes a challenge. Application may experience QoS

degradation after handover to another access network of different technology. It nec-

cesitates a requirement for a QoS mapping strategy between IEEE 802.11e and IEEE

802.16 technologies to ensure QoS consistency across network domains. Some works

in [26] [27] discuss the QoS mapping issue during handover to support seamless ser-

vice continuity. A scenario when user roams from WLAN to WMAN network is also

presented in [26].

As the interfaces in a terminal are of specific technologies, an intelligent framework

is needed to manage and coordinate the multi-interface of the terminal efficiently. By

exploiting L2 metrics which has been discussed before, the framework is thus rendered

environmentally-aware of the prevailing access networks conditions. The link layer

observation is used further to aid management-related tasks, such as network interface

selection and application handovers with the ultimate goal to enhance user perceptive

quality. RSS, which is used in conventional handover decision, cannot stand as the

sole factor to indicate wireless network performance. However, the metric is useful as

a trigger for terminal to initiate handover, especially due to terminal mobility.

Note that even when mobility is introduced as exemplified by a scenario in Fig-

ure 5.2: the user goes out of WLAN 1 cell, crosses into the WMAN coverage, and

then enters into WLAN 2 cell, our framework can still maintain the QoS and ensure

seamless handover. This is accomplished via the multi-interface capability of the

terminal. The terminal employs make-before-break concept whereby when one inter-

face (Wi-Fi) is used for packet transmission, the other interface (WiMAX) is used
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for signaling purpose in handover preparation. The traffic is then routed through

the WiMAX while the terminal exits from one WLAN cell. As the terminal enters

the next WLAN cell, the Wi-Fi interface will make a new connection with the new

WLAN cell and the traffic is then routed from the WiMAX to the new WLAN. Hence

a seamless handover is achieved with no break in the traffic transmission.

In addition, our framework becomes more intelligent by exploiting channel busy

ratio and bandwidth request loss ratio metrics to cope with the handover decision.

We explain our scheme through the following scenario. Terminal concurrently initi-

ates three different applications to CN, i.e. voice, video streaming, and data transfer.

Upon receiving packets from the upper layer, VDA extracts information from the

packet header and checks its connection table. If there is already an established

connection for the corresponding traffic flow, VDA retrieves the network interface in

association with the flow and use it as the sending interface. If not, network interface

selection is initiated. Note that the flow-interface association may change over time

as handover occurs. VDA utilizes flow-based scheduling to handle all types of appli-

cations in the current scheme. During association establishment of the applications,

VDA prioritizes Wi-Fi over WiMAX interface as the licence-exempt WiFi bandwidth

incurs a much lower cost if not free. This preference benefits user in acquiring good

QoS at the lowest possible cost. However it requires further checking of the WLAN

network to ensure support for the applications. If the terminal senses that its serving

WLAN network is not in saturated condition (as implied by its channel busy ratio

parameter), Wi-Fi interface is selected for the application. The association between

the application and the Wi-Fi interface is then inserted into a connection table main-

tained by the VDA. VDA employs IP swapping method [12] [13] to avoid session

disruption due to IP address change during vertical handover. The IP adddress of

each packet is swapped at the network layer to reflect the current new IP addresses

and subsequently restored so that the change in IP address which takes place during

handovers and mobility is transparent to the applications. Voice, video streaming,
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and data transfer applications are classified into AC VO, AC VI, and AC BE respec-

tively when they are serviced in the WLAN network.

5.3.1 WLAN → WMAN handover

Two envisioned handover policies are currently implemented in the terminal based on

user preferences, namely Policy I and Policy II. Users can indicate their preferences

any time during the session. However, the number of policies could be extended to

cater to the diverse user’s preferences. Under Policy I, VDA handovers all applica-

tions to the WMAN network for simplicity purpose whereas under Policy II, VDA

prioritizes its critical-time applications (e.g. voice and video streaming application)

to be handed over first. Data application remains at WLAN network while terminal

continues to monitor its channel busy time ratio. If the channel busy time ratio still

exceeds the Threshbusy
2 , VDA will initiate handover for its data application as well.

The basis for Policy II is that for voice and video streaming which require good QoS,

congestion at the cheaper WLAN will neccessitate that such applications be given top

priority in a better network. Data on the other hand, can remain in the WLAN in a

bid to reduce the cost of using WMAN. Intuitively, if the voice and video have been

switched to WMAN, the WLAN congestion will ease somewhat resulting in better

QoS for the data, unless the WLAN is really saturated. In such case, the data will

also be switched to WMAN in Policy II. In both policies, handover back from WMAN

to WLAN will depend on whether the WLAN network has become less busy through

the intelligent monitoring of the prevailing network conditions.

The process for this handover is summarized in Algorithm 1. As more stations

join the WLAN, the network becomes progressively loaded. Upon periodic update of

L2 metrics, the framework notices the change as reflected by higher observed channel

busy ratio. If the measured channel busy ratio crosses the second busy time threshold

(T busy

tot(t) ≥ Threshbusy
2 ), then VDA executes the selected policy for the handover of the

applications. During handover preparation, VDA performs QoS mapping for appli-
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cations to be properly handled in WMAN network. The voice and video streaming

applications are adapted into the respective service flow characteristics as per the

Traffic Specification (TSPEC). The terminal then establishes connections to WiMAX

BS. After successful exchange of DSA-REQ/DSA-RSP (Dynamic Service Addition

request-response) messages, VDA checks its connection table for existing sessions,

then re-associates them with the WiMAX interface. The mapping strategy is shown

in Table 5.2. Voice, video streaming and data application are handled using UGS,

rtPS, and BE scheduling respectively in WMAN network. Note that in the scheme,

we set α ∗ Threshbusy
2 (with α = 0.9) to be the threshold that triggers the han-

dover decision. This is to ensure session seamlessness before the WLAN gets highly

congested.

Algorithm 1 WLAN → WMAN handover
voice← Wi-Fi

video← Wi-Fi

data← Wi-Fi

if T
busy

tot(t) ≥ α ∗ Thresh
busy
2 then

if use Policy I then

handover {voice, video streaming, data} to WMAN

else if use Policy II then

if (voice← WiMAX) AND (video← WiMAX) then

handover {data} to WMAN

else

handover {voice, video} to WMAN

end if

end if

end if
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5.3.2 WMAN → WLAN handover

The process for this handover is summarized in Algorithm 2. There is no difference

between Policies I and II regarding this handover scenario. By default, user prefers

WLAN service once it is available. However, the decision to move back from WMAN

to WLAN based solely on service availability is less optimal. Intelligent terminal needs

to consider a further criterion in order to enhance user perceived QoS and avoid unnec-

essary handover. In our scheme, we differentiate the handling mechanism for voice and

video streaming from that of data transfer application. For voice and video streaming

applications, handover back into WLAN network occurs only if channel busy time ra-

tio is less than the first busy time threshold (T busy

tot(t) ≤ Threshbusy
1 ) for a configurable

period of time. The shift of channel busy time value (from T busy

tot(t) ≥ Threshbusy
2 to

T busy

tot(t) ≤ Threshbusy
1 ) implies that significant gain, in terms of available bandwidth,

can be provided to the application. The hystereis window is applied to alleviate

switching oscillations between the two interfaces due to transient network fluctua-

tions, hence ensuring access network stability. Different approach for handover applies

for data transfer application. Handover occurs if Bw Reqloss(t) ≥ α∗Threshbwreq
2 and

T busy

tot(t) ≤ Threshbusy
2 . Such consideration for data application is required as this type

of application is serviced using best effort connection without any guarantee of QoS.

Therefore terminal shall find the best access network to accomodate such application.

Table 5.2: Mapping of QoS for different technologies

Example of Application IEEE 802.11e IEEE 802.16

Voice AC VO UGS

Video streaming AC VI rtPS

FTP AC BK nrtPS

HTTP AC BE BE
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Algorithm 2 WMAN → WLAN handover
SET n← 0 ; window ← 3

voice← WiMAX

video← WiMAX

data← WiMAX

if T
busy

tot(t) ≤ Thresh
busy
1 then

if n == window then

handover {voice, video streaming} to WLAN

else

increment n

end if

else if (BW REQloss(t) ≥ α ∗ Thresh
bwreq
2 ) AND (T busy

tot(t) ≤ Thresh
busy
2 ) then

if n == window then

handover {data} to WLAN

else

increment n

end if

else

remain in WMAN

end if
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5.4 Simulation Results

We study the performance of our scheme using ns-2 network simulator [35], from

which we observe metrics such as throughput and delay for voice, video streaming,

and data type application. What is expected by integrating the framework with

QoS support in the link layer is that the perceived quality, especially of voice and

video applications, is preserved during the session duration. For applications in the

QoS-enabled terminal, we use the following CBR traffic:

• voice application: 128 Kbps, with packet size of 320 bytes and interval rate of

0.02s

• video streaming application: 768 Kbps, with packet size of 960 bytes and inter-

val rate of 0.01s

• data transfer application: 384 Kbps, with packet size of 960 bytes and interval

rate of 0.02s

The channel busy ratio thresholds used in the simulation are as follows:

• Threshbusy
1 = 0.376844

• Threshbusy
2 = 0.841756

The bandwidth request loss ratio thresholds used in the simulation are as follows:

• Threshbwreq
1 = 0.266771

• Threshbwreq
2 = 0.456171

The frame duration and T16 timer (timer to indicate Bandwidth request expi-

ration) in WiMAX is set to 5 ms and 100 ms respectively. Table 5.3 shows the

configuration for ACs in the terminal according to [48]. The simulation is run until

t = 300s. Applications in the QoS-enabled terminal start at t = 15. During the simu-

lation run time, we continuously introduce Wi-Fi and WiMAX terminals sending 384
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Table 5.3: AC setting in terminal

Access Category (AC) AIFSN CWMin CWMax

AC VO 2 7 15

AC VI 2 15 31

AC BE 3 31 1023

AC BK 7 31 1023

kbps background traffic through the networks. At time t = 20, 30, .., 70 (at interval

of 10 s), a Wi-Fi terminal is added, giving a total number of 7 background terminals

in WLAN network. Meanwhile, at the same interval of 10 seconds, a WiMAX ter-

minal is added at time t = 25, 35, ..,and 105, giving a total number of 9 background

terminals in the WMAN network. In the middle of the simulation at time t = 180,

5 Wi-Fi terminals leave the network, resulting in a decrease in the WLAN network

load.

Fig. 5.3 to 5.5 show the results of using Policy I. As can be seen from Fig. 5.5, at

t = 71, terminal handoffs all of its sessions from WLAN network to WMAN network

when the channel busy ratio crosses Threshbusy
2 . At time t = 89, while the BW-

Req loss ratio crosses Threshbwreq
2 , terminal also notices that its channel busy ratio

< Threshbusy
2 , hence it handovers its data application back to the WLAN network.

Around time t = 184, upon detecting a gain in the available WLAN throughput

(channel busy ratio < Threshbusy
1 ) over the hysteresis window (the window is set to

3), the terminal handovers its voice and video streaming sessions back to the WLAN

network. The throughput measurement shows clearly that QoS for the sessions can

be maintained, both for WLAN-WMAN and WMAN-WLAN handover, due to a

proper QoS mapping strategy. For the data transfer application, it can be seen that

after several seconds of sending packets through the WMAN network, the terminal

handovers the data back to the WLAN network to maintain the throughput.
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For voice and video streaming sessions, delay determines the perception quality

of applications at the receiver side. Figure 5.3 shows that delay for both voice and

video streaming application can be maintained consistently accross the WLAN and

WMAN networks.

Fig. 5.6 to 5.8 show the results when the terminal prioritizes its voice and video

streaming application first for handover to WMAN network under Policy II. It can

be seen that the data application still remains at WLAN network during the whole

duration of the session. The delay measurement shows higher value during t = 71 to

184 as WLAN network gets more congested.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter we have adapted the AMIMF in Chapter 4 to incorporate efficient

switching policies for effective multi-interface access so as to cater to the different

user preferences in terms of cost versus quality as well as to cater to the application

requirements. The results show that the terminal’s ability to assess the access network

performance based on L2 metrics measurement coupled with QoS provided by specific

L2 technologies enhances user’s perceived quality as session can be maintained during

the user’s movement.
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Figure 5.3: Policy I: Delay in dual-interface terminal
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Figure 5.5: Policy I: Throughput of applications in dual-interface terminal
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 Conclusion

Next generation wireless network has been envisioned to comprise heterogeneous wire-

less networks where different access technologies (Wi-Fi, WiMAX, UMTS, etc) will

cooperate seamlessly. From the user’s point of view, the network offers capability to

experience a new way of communication. Given that the user’s device is multihomed,

user can preserve connectivity to any of the wireless access technologies which differ in

terms of range, frequency, capacity, and QoS support. As the quality of experience is

usually assessed subjectively based on user’s perspective towards the network service,

the selection of access network plays a vital role in determining the user’s satisfaction.

Notwithstanding the facts that radio resource management, which includes admission

control and resource provisioning has been applied within the network, user can still

choose policies which would choose the access network that best supports his demand

in terms of application requirement, terminal capability, and other preferences (eg.

cost, network priority, etc). On the other hand, in the absence of such user-centric

policy framework in the network, user is still supported with best effort to benefit

from whatever service the network has provided. Thus, regardless of whether or not

certain QoS is provided through heterogenous networks, a smart device supporting
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user’s application becomes a necessity.

In this thesis, our endeavor to boost the device’s intelligence is achieved by com-

posing a framework that enables cooperation of multiple interfaces in the device.

The operation of our framework is mostly done at the end user device which requires

minimum support from network entities. The framework is built upon the common

Media Independent Handover standard, thus ensuring interoperability across mul-

tiple access technologies. To cater for mobility issue, the MIH based Multi-homed

Mobility Management Framework (MHMM) employs MSIP. MHMM allows user to

fully benefit from heterogeneous wireless networks and maintain the communication

session when switching association from one access network to another. This inter-

technology handover or vertical handover implies that the user selects the approriate

access network not only at the session initation but also during the whole session to

yield the greatest benefit.

We introduce one important module which is called VDA. This module, in co-

operation with MIH function, performs significant tasks in the MHMM framework.

Such tasks include application’s connection state maintenance, vertical handover sup-

port by communicating with MSIP, and assignment of flow or packet to the network

interface during transmission. The framework prevents session disruption by means

of IP address mapping. By employing the mechanism, any IP changes is transparent

to the application which is also useful especially for TCP-based application. During

vertical handover, to anticipate longer delay incurred inherently by protocol residing

at application layer, the framework makes use of MIH Link Event trigger which allows

device to finish the handover execution before network disconnection and whenever

applicable, maintains connectivities to more than one access network. Our framework

exploits the MIH protocol to obtain dynamic link layer information from all inter-

faces. The information is further used as decision metrics in the transmission policy.

We introduce adaptive load balancing policy that is applied specifically for applica-

tion with idle and burst characteristic. Through this policy, the framework obtains
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L2 delay and frame loss metric and utilize SAW to derive the weight of associated

access networks when selecting the interface to use at the beginning of new burst.

Our result shows that the policy is effective in dealing with rapid change in access

network condition.

MHMM is extended into an Adaptive Multiple-Interface Management Framework

(AMIMF) where we equip the device with prior knowledge to help estimate the

throughput available in an access network. This gleaned information can be obtained

through non-intrusive scheme by utilizing a collection of trace history of previous

transmissions. More metrics are extracted from underlying link layers such as L2

delay, channel busy time and BW-REQ loss ratio. The respective combination of

observed parameters leads to us defining a set of access network classifications based

on its performance in terms of available throughput. Moreover, we also show that

the classification directly relates to the congestion level of the access network. To

optimize multiple interface usage, several load balancing policies are proposed, such

as RR, WRR, Adaptive distribution and Hybrid scheme. Based on the performance

of these policies, we come to the suggestion that Wi-Fi interface should be deemed

non-eligible for transmission when the WLAN network is highly congested as this

condition results in more severe impact on application as compared to congested con-

ditions in WMAN network. The result shows that awareness of the access network

condition is non-trivial in the user’s perceived quality enhancement, especially for

application with long connection duration such as media streaming.

We have also integrated AMIMF with QoS link layer support. The QoS-integrated

AMIMF facilitates different types of applications and ensures QoS consistency accross

wireless domains by mapping of application’s requirement into its equivalent network

service. The coupling of terminal’s ability to assess the access network performance

based on L2 metrics measurement and QoS provided by specific L2 technologies results

in an improvement to user perceived quality.
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6.2 Recommendation for Future Work

While our framework currently supports L2 QoS provisioning, the work can be ex-

tended to provide solutions for end-to-end QoS for applications. There exist several

works in the literature which address end-to-end QoS issue. Jung et al. [49] propose

using SIP to handle end-to-end QoS setup for each multimedia session. When verti-

cal handover occurs, QoS of application may not be maintained due to the different

available throughput in the new network. The scheme integrates SIP and MIH for

the purpose of traffic flow adaption and QoS reconfiguration after vertical handover.

The scheme relies on SIP Re-Invite message to modify the current QoS configuration.

The scheme supports segmented network model, where the QoS session setup is done

separately for local and remote access network.

An insight of extending the operation of MIH for QoS reservation is presented

in [50]. MIH Handover Prepare.request primitive is used not only to query available

resource but also to include QoS specific parameters in the preparation phase to allow

reservation of QoS in specific link layer. The authors propose a new MIH command

set, MIH Resource Prepare.request/response for the session setup. In the QoS session

setup, reservation on the network is never triggered by the terminal for security reason,

but it has to be initiated by a trusted network entity. The implication would be for

terminal to send the QoS reservation request to the core network.

Baek et al. [51] propose a QoS architecture for the next generation wireless network

based on DiffServ model which is achieved through two components, Access Network

QoS manager (AQM) and Inter-AQM (IAQM). AQM manages local QoS in each

access network while IAQM controls QoS between heterogeneous access network.

Each access network is connected through an IP core network, where path between

terminal and CN will traverse the core network and wireless access network. Thus

QoS mapping mechanism is performed between access network with its specific QoS

mechanism and Core network with the DiffServ mechanism, thus ensuring end-to-end

QoS for traffic flow.
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In [52], a framework to provide an end-to-end QoS solution for terminal in a mobil-

ity scenario is proposed. The framework decouples the application signaling from the

network signaling. Implementing end-to-end SIP signaling, the framework enables the

applications to adapt dynamically to the terminal’s current QoS connection. Mean-

while, for the network QoS signaling and reservation, a centralized QoS architecture

is adopted, where there exists a domain resource manager (DRM) responsible for QoS

management in each domain. Both DiffServ and IntServ can be applied in the core

network.

In this thesis, our framework addresses outbound packet transmission over multi-

ple interfaces where multihomed device constitutes the sender. However, we do not

consider the case where the multihomed device functions as the receiver. Therefore

we propose further work on load balancing over multiple interfaces for the device to

govern the inbound packet reception. For this purpose, a proxy server is required to

be deployed in the network which performs demultiplexing of flow associated with the

user. Link layer parameters from our framework can be used as QoS feedback for the

proxy which is realized through communication between MIHF residing in the user

device and the proxy server.
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